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ABSTRACT
We examine the behaviour of the infrared-radio correlation (IRRC) over the range 0 < z . 6 using new, highly sensitive 3 GHz
observations with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) and infrared data from the Herschel Space Observatory in the 2 deg2
COSMOS field. We distinguish between objects where emission is believed to arise solely from star-formation, and those where an
active galactic nucleus (AGN) is thought to be present. We account for non-detections in the radio or in the infrared using a doubly-
censored survival analysis. We find that the IRRC of star-forming galaxies, quantified by the infrared-to-1.4 GHz radio luminosity
ratio (qTIR), decreases with increasing redshift: qTIR(z) = (2.88 ± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.19±0.01. This is consistent with several previous results
from the literature. Moderate-to-high radiative luminosity AGN do not follow the same qTIR(z) trend as star-forming galaxies, having
a lower normalisation and steeper decrease with redshift. We cannot rule out the possibility that unidentified AGN contributions only
to the radio regime may be steepening the observed qTIR(z) trend of the star-forming galaxy population. We demonstrate that the
choice of the average radio spectral index directly affects the normalisation, as well as the derived trend with redshift of the IRRC.
An increasing fractional contribution to the observed 3 GHz flux by free-free emission of star-forming galaxies may also affect the
derived evolution. However, we find that the standard (M82-based) assumption of the typical radio spectral energy distribution (SED)
for star-forming galaxies is inconsistent with our results. This suggests a more complex shape of the typical radio SED for star-forming
galaxies, and that imperfect K corrections in the radio may govern the derived trend of decreasing qTIR with increasing redshift. A
more detailed understanding of the radio spectrum is therefore required for robust K corrections in the radio and to fully understand
the cosmic evolution of the IRRC. Lastly, we present a redshift-dependent relation between rest-frame 1.4 GHz radio luminosity and
star formation rate taking the derived redshift trend into account.
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1. Introduction
A tight correlation between the total infrared luminosity of a
galaxy and its total 1.4 GHz radio luminosity, extending over
at least three orders of magnitude, has been known to exist
? Visiting scientist.
for some time (e.g. van der Kruit 1971, 1973; de Jong et al.
1985; Helou et al. 1985; Condon 1992; Yun et al. 2001). This
correlation exists for star-forming late-type galaxies, early-type
galaxies with low levels of star formation and even for some
merging systems (e.g. Dickey & Salpeter 1984; Helou et al.
1985; Wrobel & Heeschen 1988; Domingue et al. 2005).
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The so-called infrared-radio correlation (IRRC) has been
used to identify and study radio-loud active galactic nuclei
(AGN; e.g. Donley et al. 2005; Norris et al. 2006; Park et al.
2008; Del Moro et al. 2013) and to estimate the distances
and temperatures of high-redshift submillimetre galaxies
(e.g. Carilli & Yun 1999; Chapman et al. 2005). Another impor-
tant application of the IRRC is to calibrate radio luminosities for
use as indirect, dust-unbiased star formation rate (SFR) tracers
(e.g. Condon 1992; Bell 2003; Murphy et al. 2011, 2012). This
is particularly relevant considering the powerful new capabilities
of the recently upgraded radio astronomy facilities (such as the
Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array; VLA) and the next genera-
tion of radio telescopes coming online in the near future (such as
MeerKAT, the Australian SKA Pathfinder and the Square Kilo-
metre Array). Sensitive radio continuum surveys with these in-
struments will have simultaneously good sky coverage and ex-
cellent angular resolution and will thus have the potential to act
as powerful SFR tracers at high redshifts. However, this relies on
a proper understanding of whether, and how, the IRRC evolves
with redshift.
Star-formation in galaxies is thought to be responsible for
the existence of the IRRC, although the exact mechanisms and
processes at play remain unclear. Young, massive stars emit
ultraviolet (UV) photons, which are absorbed by dust grains
and re-emitted in the infrared (IR), assuming the interstellar
medium is optically-thick at UV wavelengths. After a few Myr,
these massive stars die in supernovae explosions which pro-
duce the relativistic electrons that, diffusing in the galaxy, are
responsible for synchrotron radiation traceable at radio wave-
lengths (e.g. Condon 1992). Several theoretical models attempt
to explain the IRRC on global scales, such as the Calorime-
try model proposed by Voelk (1989), the conspiracy model
(e.g. Bell 2003; Lacki et al. 2010) and the optically-thin sce-
nario (Helou & Bicay 1993). Models such as the small-scale dy-
namo effect (Schleicher & Beck 2013; Niklas & Beck 1997) at-
tempt to explain the correlation on more local scales. However,
none of these models successfully reproduce all observational
constraints.
As to whether the IRRC evolves with redshift, several dif-
ferent theoretical predictions exist. Murphy (2009) predict a
gradual increase in the infrared-to-radio luminosity ratio with
increasing redshift due to inverse Compton scattering off the
cosmic microwave background resulting in reduced synchrotron
cooling, although this is dependent on the magnetic field prop-
erties of galaxy populations. Schober et al. (2016) model the
evolving synchrotron emission of galaxies and also find a de-
creasing IRRC towards higher redshifts. On the other hand,
Lacki & Thompson (2010) predict a slight decrease in the
infrared-to-radio luminosity ratio with redshift (of the order of
0.3 dex) by z ∼ 2 due to changing cosmic ray scale heights of
galaxies.
Observationally, a lack of sensitive infrared and/or radio data
has, until recently, restricted the redshift range of studies of the
cosmic evolution of the IRRC. Several observation-based stud-
ies have concluded that the IRRC does not appear to vary over
at least the past 10–12 Gyr of cosmic history, in that it is lin-
ear over luminosity (e.g. Sajina et al. 2008; Murphy et al. 2009).
Sargent et al. (2010) found no significant evolution in the IRRC
out to z ∼ 1.5 using VLA imaging of the Cosmic Evolution Sur-
vey (COSMOS; Scoville et al. 2007) field at 1.4 GHz with rms
∼15 µJy (Schinnerer et al. 2007, 2010). Using a careful survival
analysis, Sargent et al. (2010) demonstrate that selecting sources
only in the radio or in the infrared for flux-limited surveys can
introduce a selection bias that can artificially indicate evolution.
Several other studies (e.g. Garrett 2002; Appleton et al. 2004;
Garn et al. 2009; Jarvis et al. 2010; Mao et al. 2011; Smith et al.
2014) have similarly found no significant evidence for evolution
of the IRRC out to z ∼ 2, and out to z ∼ 3.5 by Ibar et al. (2008).
More recently, studies of the IRRC evolution towards higher
redshifts have been facilitated by the revolutionary data prod-
ucts provided by the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al.
2010) at far-infrared wavelengths. For example, Magnelli et al.
(2015) performed a stacking analysis of Herschel, VLA and
Giant Metre-wave Radio Telescope radio continuum data to
study the variation of the IRRC over 0 < z < 2.3. They find a
slight, but statistically-significant (∼3σ) evolution of the IRRC.
Similarly, Ivison et al. (2010) find some evidence for moderate
evolution of the IRRC to z ∼ 2 using Herschel and VLA data,
however their sample selection in the mid-infrared may intro-
duce some bias.
In this paper, we conduct a careful analysis of thousands of
galaxies to examine the IRRC out to z ∼ 6 using deep Her-
schel observations of the COSMOS field in combination with the
VLA-COSMOS 3 GHz Large Project (Smolcˇic´ et al. 2017b) – a
new, highly sensitive, high-angular resolution radio continuum
survey with the VLA. These are the most sensitive data currently
available over a cosmologically-significant volume and are thus
ideal for such studies. With the wealth of deep, multiwavelength
data (from X-ray to radio) available in the COSMOS field, we
can conduct a sophisticated separation of galaxy populations into
AGN and non-active star-forming galaxies. This allows us to ex-
amine the behaviour of the IRRC for each population separately.
In Sect. 2 of this paper we describe our data, the con-
struction of the jointly-selected source sample and the iden-
tification of AGN. In Sect. 3 we present our analysis of the
IRRC as a function of redshift. In Sect. 4 we discuss our re-
sults with respect to the literature and examine the various bi-
ases involved. We present our conclusions in Sect. 5. We as-
sume H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7 and a
Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF), unless otherwise
stated. Magnitudes and colours are expressed in the AB system.
2. Data
2.1. Radio- and infrared-selected samples
It has been shown in Sargent et al. (2010) that studies using
solely radio-selected or solely IR-selected samples are biased to-
wards low and high average measurements of the IRRC, respec-
tively, with the difference (in the ratio of infrared to radio lumi-
nosities) being roughly 0.3 dex. Therefore, an unbiased study of
the IRRC requires a sample jointly selected in the radio and in-
frared. This section details the construction of the radio-selected
and infrared-selected samples and the union of the two, consti-
tuting the jointly-selected sample.
2.1.1. Radio-selected sample
The 3 GHz COSMOS Large Project survey was conducted over
384 h with the VLA between November 2012 and May 2014
in A and C configurations. The observations, data reduction and
source catalogue are fully described in Smolcˇic´ et al. (2017b).
The data cover the entire 2 deg2 COSMOS field to an aver-
age sensitivity of 2.3 µJy beam−1 and an average beamwidth of
0.75′′. In total, 10 830 individual radio components with S/N ≥
5 have been identified in the field.
We have searched for optical and/or near-IR (hereafter op-
tical) counterparts to the 8696 radio sources in regions of
A4, page 2 of 17
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the COSMOS field containing good-quality photometric data
(i.e. the unmasked regions presented in Laigle et al. 2016). The
matching process is identical to that described in detail in
Smolcˇic´ et al. (2017a) and is briefly summarised here. The best-
matching optical counterpart was identified via a position cross-
match with the multi-band COSMOS2015 photometry catalogue
of Laigle et al. (2016)1 using a search radius of 1.2′′. After re-
jection of objects with false-match probabilities greater than
20%, the predicted fraction of spurious matches is <1% on av-
erage (Smolcˇic´ et al. 2017a). We find optical associations for
7729 (89%) of radio sources. These constitute our photometry-
matched radio-selected sample.
2.1.2. Infrared-selected sample
We use a prior-based catalogue of Herschel-detected objects
in the COSMOS field to construct our infrared-selected sam-
ple. The Herschel Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrom-
eter (PACS) data at 100 and 160 µm are provided by the PACS
Evolutionary Probe (PEP; Lutz et al. 2011) survey. The Herschel
Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE) data at 250,
350 and 500 µm are available from the Herschel Multi-tier Extra-
galactic Survey (HerMES; Oliver et al. 2012). The entire 2 deg2
COSMOS field is fully covered by both surveys.
The use of a prior-based, rather than a blind, Herschel source
catalogue minimises blending issues. The priors come from the
24 µm Spitzer MIPS (Sanders et al. 2007; Le Floc’h et al. 2009)
catalogue of >60 µJy detections, matched to the COSMOS2015
photometric catalogue within a search radius of 1′′. A source en-
ters our infrared-selected sample if a ≥5σ detection is present in
at least one Herschel band at the position of a prior. We have cho-
sen to use a 5σ Herschel detection threshold in order to match
the sensitivity level of the radio data. This will be discussed fur-
ther in Sect. 2.3.4. See Laigle et al. (2016) for a detailed descrip-
tion of the MIPS/COSMOS2015 matching process and the ex-
traction of fluxes from the PEP and HerMES maps. We find 8458
such infrared-detected objects with optical COSMOS2015 coun-
terparts and these constitute our photometry-matched infrared-
selected sample.
2.1.3. Jointly-selected sample
The jointly-selected sample consists of the union of the radio-
and infrared-selected samples and contains 12 333 sources. As
can be seen in the upper left panel of Fig. 1, 31% of objects are
detected in both radio and infrared, 31% just in radio and 37%
just in infrared.
Of the radio-selected sample, 50% are detected in the in-
frared. However, it is curious that the majority (54%) of objects
in the infrared-selected sample, and hence star-forming, are not
detected at ≥5σ in the radio. This cannot be explained by a dif-
ference in the sensitivities of the Herschel and VLA 3 GHz data,
since the two are comparable, as will be shown in Sect. 2.3.4.
However, this can be partially explained by so-called reso-
lution bias (see Smolcˇic´ et al. 2017b). Extended or diffuse ob-
jects may fall below the detection threshold of the 3 GHz mo-
saic due to the high resolution of the data (0.75′′). We have
therefore convolved the 3 GHz map to several resolutions be-
tween 0.75′′ and 3.0′′ and searched for detections in each. This
1 An exhaustive list of all available COSMOS multiwavelength data
and enhanced data products (such as photometric and redshift cat-
alogues) can be found at http://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu/
page/astronomers
will be discussed in further detail in Sect. 2.3.2. Of the 4604 ob-
jects present in the infrared-selected sample but not present in
the radio-selected sample (i.e. undetected in the original, un-
smoothed 3 GHz map), 455 are detected at ≥5σ in a mosaic of
lower resolution. Hence, 51% of the infrared-selected sample are
detected in the radio. The final distribution of objects detected in
the infrared, radio or both can be seen in the right-hand panels
of Fig. 1.
2.1.4. Spectroscopic and photometric redshifts
We require redshifts for all sources in our jointly-selected sample
in order to conduct spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting and
to compute luminosities. For 35% (4354) of optical counterparts,
highly-reliable spectroscopic redshifts are available in the COS-
MOS spectroscopic redshift master catalogue (Salvato et al.,
in prep.), with redshifts coming mainly from the zCOSMOS sur-
vey (Lilly et al. 2007), DEIMOS runs (Capak et al., in prep.), and
the VUDS survey (Le Fèvre et al. 2015; Tasca et al. 2017). Pho-
tometric redshifts were available for the remaining sources. For
7607 objects, these are taken from the COSMOS2015 photomet-
ric redshift catalogue of Laigle et al. (2016) and were generated
using lephare SED fitting (Ilbert et al. 2013). The remaining
372 objects have X-ray counterparts and for these it is more ap-
propriate to use the photometric redshifts produced via lephare
SED fitting incorporating AGN templates (Salvato et al. 2009,
2011).
2.2. Identification and exclusion of AGN
We wish to consider the relationship between infrared and radio
properties due solely to star-formation. Therefore, we identify
galaxies likely to host AGN and exclude them from our sam-
ple. We exclude a source if it displays evidence of radiatively-
efficient AGN emission based on the following criteria:
(i) it displays power-law like emission in the mid-infrared
and the IRAC colours satisfy the criteria of Donley et al.
(2012) to predict the presence of a dusty AGN torus (as in
Smolcˇic´ et al. 2017a), and/or
(ii) it has an X-ray counterpart detected in the combined Chan-
dra-COSMOS and COSMOS Legacy surveys (Elvis et al.
2009; Civano et al. 2012, 2016; Marchesi et al. 2016) with
a full intrinsic ([0.5–8] keV) X-ray luminosity LX >
1042 erg s−1 (as in Smolcˇic´ et al. 2017a); and/or
(iii) when fitting the SED of the object using both a purely
star-forming template and a separate AGN template, the
AGN component of the SED is found to be signifi-
cant based on a Fisher test (Delvecchio et al. 2014). This
multi-component SED fitting process is conducted using
sed3fit2 (Berta et al. 2013) and is discussed in detail in
Delvecchio et al. (2017).
Using these three criteria, we identify 1967 objects from the
jointly-selected sample as likely AGN. We refer to these ob-
jects as moderate-to-high radiative luminosity AGN (HLAGN).
A discussion of this nomenclature can be found in Smolcˇic´ et al.
(2017a) and Delvecchio et al. (2017), the latter of which also
provides a discussion of the relative fraction of AGN identified
by each criterion and the extent of overlap.
We further identify an object as an AGN and exclude it from
our sample if it does not appear in the IR-selected sample (and
2 The multi-component SED fitting code sed3fit is described in
Berta et al. (2013) and is publicly available from http://cosmos.
astro.caltech.edu/page/other-tools
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4604 38753854
IR-selected: 8458 Radio-selected: 7729
54% 46% 50%50%
(37%) (31%) (31%)
All galaxies
4149 38754309
IR-detected: 8458 Radio-detected: 8184
49% 51% 47%53%
(34%) (35%) (31%)
All galaxies
4241 21753159
IR-selected: 7400
Radio-selected: 5334
57% 43% 41%59%
(44%) (33%) (23%)
Star-forming galaxies
3818 21753582
IR-detected: 7400
Radio-detected: 5757
52% 48% 38%62%
(40%) (37%) (23%)
Star-forming galaxies
Fig. 1. Left: number and fraction of sources present in the radio-selected and/or infrared-selected samples for: all objects in the jointly-selected
sample (top), only objects classified as star-forming galaxies (bottom). The grey boxes to the left (right) in each image show the fractions relevant
to the infrared- (radio-) selected sample only. Right: same as for the left but including radio detections identified in convolved 3 GHz maps. These
samples therefore show which objects are detected (as opposed to selected) in the infrared and/or radio (see Sect. 2.1.3).
Table 1. Number of objects in the jointly-selected sample within each galaxy type classification.
Optical colour IR-detected Radio-detected IR & radio Total Total
selection only only detected
Star-forming
Blue MNUV − Mr < 1.2 2490 1392 2331 6213
Green 1.2 < MNUV − Mr < 3.5 1228 783 1150 3161 9575
Red MNUV − Mr > 3.5 100 – 101 201
AGN HLAGN N/A 331 909 727 1967 2758MLAGN MNUV − Mr > 3.5 – 791 – 791
Total 4149 3875 4309 12 333 12 333
Notes. The number of objects which are present only in the infrared-detected sample are shown in Col. 4, those present only in the radio-detected
sample in Col. 5 and those present in both in Col. 6. The total in each class is also shown in Col. 8. Subsets in italics are considered AGN and are
excluded from the star-forming sample.
thus displays no evidence of appreciable star-formation activity),
displays red optical rest-frame colours (MNUV − Mr) > 3.5 (and
is hence considered “passive” in the classification scheme of
Ilbert et al. 2009) and is radio-detected (i.e. present in the radio-
selected sample). The colour-selection method is described in
detail in Smolcˇic´ et al. (2017a) and (MNUV −Mr) colours are de-
fined in the COSMOS2015 catalogue (Laigle et al. 2016). Con-
sidering the lack of observed star formation, the majority of
the radio synchrotron emission in such sources is expected to
arise from AGN processes. These objects are likely to be low-to-
moderate radiative luminosity AGN (MLAGN hereafter), some-
times referred to as low-excitation radio galaxies (LERGs; e.g.
Sadler et al. 2002; Best et al. 2005). We note that these objects
are referred to as quiescent MLAGN in Smolcˇic´ et al. (2017a).
We find 791 such objects.
The remaining 9575 sources in the jointly-selected sample
display no evidence of AGN presence and we therefore consider
their infrared and radio emission to arise predominantly from
star-formation. The distribution of these between the infrared-
and radio-selected samples can be seen in the lower panel of
Fig. 1. A summary of the classification of all objects in the
jointly-selected sample is presented in Table 1. Figure 2 shows
the redshift distribution of the star-forming and AGN popula-
tions separately. The median redshifts of the star-forming and
AGN samples are 1.02 and 1.14, respectively.
All further analysis will focus solely on the star-forming pop-
ulation, unless otherwise stated.
2.3. Radio and infrared luminosities
2.3.1. Radio spectral indices and 1.4 GHz luminosities
We calculate the spectral index (α, where S ν ∝ να) of radio
sources by comparing the 3 GHz fluxes to those in the 1.4 GHz
VLA COSMOS data (Schinnerer et al. 2004, 2007, 2010). Of
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Fig. 2. Redshift distribution of the star-forming population (blue solid
line) and AGN population (red dashed line) in the jointly-selected
sample.
star-forming objects in the radio-selected sample, 1212 (23%)
are detected in both the 3 GHz map and the shallower 1.4 GHz
map. Figure 3 shows the individual measured spectral indices
for these objects. The 5σ lower limit on the spectral index is
also shown for all 3 GHz-detected objects without detections at
1.4 GHz. We use a single-censored survival analysis to calcu-
late the median value of α3 GHz1.4 GHz within several redshift bins. See
Sect. 3.1 for details on the binning process. This uses the Kaplan-
Meier estimator to incorporate the lower limits when computing
the median (Kaplan & Meier, 1958). As seen in Fig. 3, no evolu-
tion of the spectral index with redshift is evident. The median in
redshift bins at z < 2.0 are consistent with α3 GHz1.4 GHz = −0.7, and
is also consistent with that found for all objects in the full 3 GHz
source catalogue (Smolcˇic´ et al. 2017b). In the two z > 2 bins,
the median spectral index is more consistent with α = −0.8 (see
also Fig. 21 in Sect. 4.4). For simplicity, we assume α = −0.7
for all objects undetected at 1.4 GHz, however we examine the
impact of a particular choice of spectral index on the results in
Sect. 4.4. We note that the use of α = −0.7 predicts a 1.4 GHz
flux that is inconsistent with the 1.4 GHz limit in only 3% of
cases.
We convert the observer-frame 3 GHz fluxes (S 3 GHz;
W Hz−1 m−2) into 1.4 GHz luminosities (L1.4 GHz; W Hz−1) via:
L1.4 GHz =
4piD2L
(1 + z)α+1
(
1.4
3
)α
S 3 GHz, (1)
where DL is the luminosity distance to the object in metres.
For any object with no ≥5σ detection in the original 3 GHz
mosaic, L1.4 GHz is calculated by replacing S 3 GHz in Eq. (1) by
the flux measured from a lower resolution 3 GHz mosaic, or by
the 5σ 3 GHz flux upper limit. The following section will de-
scribe how such fluxes and flux limits are determined.
2.3.2. 3 GHz detections and flux limits from convolved
mosaics
As introduced in Sect. 2.1.3, the high resolution of the 3 GHz
data (0.75′′) means that extended and/or diffuse emission may
fall below the detection threshold of the mosaic, corresponding
to a peak flux density of five times the local rms. It is there-
fore possible that some 3 GHz counterparts to objects in the
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
z
−3
−2
−1
0
1
α
Fig. 3. 3 GHz to 1.4 GHz spectral indices (α3 GHz1.4 GHz) of the star-forming
population as a function of redshift. Red points show direct measure-
ments, while yellow triangles show 5σ lower limits for objects not de-
tected at 1.4 GHz. The median within redshift bins are shown by black
squares and have been calculated using a single-censored survival anal-
ysis, which incorporates the lower limits. The median α3 GHz1.4 GHz of the
star-forming population is consistent with α3 GHz1.4 GHz = −0.7 (indicated by
the horizontal dashed line), at least at z . 2.
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Fig. 4. 3 GHz peak flux measured in each convolved 3 GHz map for
three different objects with 1σ error bars. Fluxes associated with a given
object are colour-coded and joined by a line. In each case, the indicated
point shows where the flux ceases to change significantly with increas-
ing convolution. The mosaic resolution at which this occurs is consid-
ered optimal. See text (Sect. 2.3.2) for further details.
infrared-selected sample are missed, particularly at low redshift.
To overcome this issue, we convolve the 3 GHz map to several
resolutions between 0.75′′ and 3.0′′ (i.e. between one and four
times the original beamwidth). The convolution increases the
average rms of the map, but allows for the potential detection
of sources with extended radio emission but missed in the 0.75′′
mosaic.
If an infrared-detected object is not detected at ≥5σ in
the original 0.75′′ resolution radio mosaic, there are two
possibilities:
(i) the object is detected at ≥5σ in one or more convolved radio
mosaics; or
(ii) the object remains undetected in all convolved radio
mosaics.
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Table 2. Resolution (i.e. beamwidth) of each convolved 3 GHz mosaic,
the average rms and the number of sources for which the 5σ flux mea-
surement is taken from that particular mosaic.
Mosaic resolution 〈rms〉 (µJy) N (detected)
0.75′′ (original) 2.34 7729
0.9′′ 2.5 199
1.0′′ 2.66 89
1.2′′ 3.08 80
1.4′′ 3.57 29
1.5′′ 3.84 14
1.6′′ 4.13 11
1.8′′ 4.77 11
2.0′′ 5.49 9
2.2′′ 6.04 7
2.4′′ 6.73 3
2.6′′ 7.64 1
2.8′′ 8.32 1
3.0′′ 9.13 1
We calculate the S 3 GHz measurement (or limit) differently for
each of these two cases, as follows.
For case (i), we use the integrated flux density from
the 3 GHz mosaic with the highest resolution (i.e. smallest
beamwidth) where the object is detected at ≥5σ. It is appropri-
ate to use the integrated flux density since it is found to be stable
with changing resolution, while the peak flux would be underes-
timated for such extended sources. Table 2 shows the number of
sources per mosaic from which the flux measurement is taken.
As mentioned in Sect. 2.1.3, 3 GHz counterparts to an additional
455 (5% of) infrared-detected objects are found in lower resolu-
tion mosaics.
While we are justified in using the measured 3 GHz flux for
these 455 objects with prior positions in the infrared (Herschel
and 24 µm), we do not allow the additional objects detected in
convolved 3 GHz maps to enter our radio-selected sample. This
would result in a highly incomplete sample due to the signif-
icantly changing rms with increasing level of convolution and
would require additional complex completeness and false detec-
tion rate tests (see Smolcˇic´ et al. 2017b) which are beyond the
scope of this paper.
For case (ii), the 5σ 3 GHz flux limit is taken as five times the
value at the corresponding pixel position in the noise map asso-
ciated with the most appropriate convolved mosaic. The most
appropriate mosaic is chosen as follows. For all sources in a
given redshift bin, which are detected at ≥5σ in at least one
3 GHz mosaic (i.e. any object in the radio-selected sample or
satisfying case (i)), we track how the peak flux (surface bright-
ness) changes with the level of convolution. Several examples
are shown in Fig. 4. For each source, the optimal map resolution
is that where the peak flux ceases to change significantly with in-
creased convolution. i.e. the first data point which is inconsistent
(considering the 1σ errors) with the native point (the measure-
ment from the highest resolution map) but is consistent with all
data points in lower resolution maps. This is considered to be
the resolution at which all emission from the source is contained
within a single map pixel.
For a given object undetected at 3 GHz, the mosaic from
which to calculate the 3 GHz flux limit is chosen by sam-
pling from the distribution of optimal resolutions in that red-
shift bin using a Monte-Carlo-like approach. Examples of the
sampled distributions are shown in Fig. 5. The average rms of
each convolved map is reported in Table 2. This technique for
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Fig. 5. Normalised distribution of optimal convolved mosaic resolutions
for 3 GHz detections in a given redshift bin. For clarity, this is shown
only for three redshift bins. See text (Sect. 2.3.2) for explanation of how
the optimal resolution is chosen.
determining 3 GHz upper limits overcomes much of the resolu-
tion bias in our data.
2.3.3. Infrared luminosities
The total infrared luminosities (LTIR) of each source in the
jointly-selected sample are found by integrating the best-fitting
galaxy template to the SED between 8−1000 µm in rest-
frame. The data available over this range in the full COSMOS
field include Spitzer MIPS 24 µm data and the five Herschel
PACS and SPIRE bands. For 95 star-forming galaxies, sub-
millimetre data was also available from various instruments
including AzTEC and ALMA (Casey et al. 2013; Scott et al.
2008; Aretxaga et al. 2011; Bertoldi et al. 2007; Smolcˇic´ et al.
2012; Miettinen et al. 2015; Aravena et al., in prep.). The SED
fitting to the COSMOS multiband photometry was conducted
using magphys (da Cunha et al. 2008) and is presented in
Delvecchio et al. (2017).
As discussed in Sect. 2.1.2, we require a ≥5σ detection for a
source to enter the infrared-selected sample. This is for the pur-
pose of sensitivity matching with the radio. Of the star-forming
galaxies in the infrared-selected sample, 53% of objects are de-
tected at ≥5σ in only one Herschel band, while 1% are detected
in all bands. However, catalogued infrared photometry is also
available for 3 ≤ S/N ≤ 5 objects. We use this photometry for
SED fitting where it is available as it provides better constraints
compared with the use of a limit. We have confirmed that this
does not result in any bias towards higher luminosities due to
noise-induced flux boosting at the faint flux end.
If a source has S/N < 3 in a particular Herschel band,
we constrain the SED fit using the corresponding 3σ upper
limit to the flux. A single value for this limit is used for each
band, and full details of this process are provided in Sect. 3 of
Delvecchio et al. (2017).
In cases where the source is undetected at ≥5σ in all Her-
schel bands, integrating the resulting best-fit SED provides only
an upper limit on the LTIR. This is the case for the 2175 star-
forming objects not in the infrared-selected sample. However,
we note that the SED template fit, and therefore the LTIR limit,
will still be somewhat constrained in the infrared regime since a
24 µm detection is available in 59% of such cases and also due
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Fig. 6. Total infrared versus 1.4 GHz luminosity for star-forming ob-
jects in the jointly-selected sample. Black points show objects directly
detected in both the radio and infrared data, red arrows indicate objects
in the radio-detected sample with upper limits in the infrared and blue
arrows indicate objects in the infrared-detected sample with upper limits
in the radio.
to the optical/infrared energy balance performed by magphys
(da Cunha et al. 2008).
Figure 6 shows the LTIR versus L1.4 GHz, including limits, for
the star-forming sources in the jointly-selected sample. The LTIR
and L1.4 GHz versus redshift are shown in Fig. 7.
We have verified that the particular choice of template suite
used for SED fitting does not have a significant impact upon
the derived infrared luminosities. For a random subsample of
100 objects, we have recomputed the LTIR by using the SED tem-
plate library of Dale & Helou (2002). We find good agreement
with the magphys-derived LTIR, with a median difference of
0.027 dex and a scatter of 0.39 dex. Furthermore, we verified that
the LTIR estimates derived from magphys are consistent with
those calculated by using SED templates from Chary & Elbaz
(2001), which rely on the 24 µm detection as a proxy for the
LTIR at z < 2. We found no offset and a 1σ dispersion of
∼0.3 dex between the two LTIR estimates. This agreement has
also been determined in previous papers (e.g. Berta et al. 2013;
Delvecchio et al. 2017, and references therein).
Along with the total infrared luminosity (which we have de-
fined as 8–1000 µm), we also calculate the far-infrared (FIR)
luminosity (LFIR) by integrating the star-forming template over
42–122 µm in the rest-frame. The median difference between the
total and far-infrared luminosities is 0.30 dex i.e. 〈log(LTIR) −
log(LFIR)〉 = 0.30. The direct calculation of LFIR allows for
ease of comparison with previous studies of the IRRC in the
literature which have limited their analyses to the FIR in or-
der to avoid AGN contamination at the shorter wavelengths
(e.g. Magnelli et al. 2015; Yun et al. 2001). We are not inhibited
by this issue due to our extensive AGN identification process
and our ability to decompose the origin of the emission using the
multi-component sed3fit fitting for such objects (see Sect. 2.2).
2.3.4. Survey sensitivity comparison
The luminosity limits of the infrared and radio surveys are com-
pared in Fig. 8. The dashed, coloured lines show the 5σ detec-
tion limits in each Herschel band. These have been calculated
assuming a “typical” z = 0 galaxy template found by averaging
the models of Béthermin et al. (2013)3 for normal star-forming
objects on the galaxy main sequence. The solid black line traces
the lowest dashed, coloured line at each redshift. For compari-
son, the equivalent line assuming z = 5 templates is also shown
but does not differ significantly to the z = 0 case. This repre-
sents the lower limit for a galaxy to enter our infrared-selected
sample as it must be detected at ≥ 5σ in at least one Herschel
band. However, we stress that this serves only as a rough guide
for comparison. In reality, different best-fitting galaxy templates
apply to different sources, meaning that it is possible for the LTIR
of a particular object to be significantly lower than the predicted
limit, while still being present in our infrared-selected sample.
The dashed black line in Fig. 8 shows the sensitivity of the
3 GHz data, assuming a spectral index of α = −0.7 and a local
conversion factor of qTIR = 2.64 (Bell 2003; see Sect. 3.1 be-
low for the definition of qTIR). We see that the sensitivities of
the 3 GHz and Herschel surveys are well-matched out to high
redshift. However, the 24 µm data, which have been used as a
prior catalogue for the infrared-selected sample, are more sen-
sitive than both the radio and Herschel data. In fact, 85% of
star-forming galaxies in the radio-selected sample are detected
in this 24 µm data. Thus, most radio-detected objects are in fact
detected to some extent in the infrared, as expected.
3. Results
3.1. IR-radio correlation redshift trends
The IRRC can be quantified by the parameter qTIR, defined as the
logarithmic ratio of the total infrared (8−1000 µm) and 1.4 GHz
luminosities:
qTIR = log
( LTIR
3.75 × 1012 Hz
)
− log
( L1.4 GHz
W Hz−1
)
· (2)
We note that the LTIR (in unit W) are divided by the central fre-
quency of 3.75× 1012 Hz such that qTIR becomes dimensionless.
Figure 9 shows the qTIR of all 9575 star-forming galaxies in
our jointly-selected sample, as a function of redshift. We have
a well-populated sample out to z ∼ 3, with direct detections
in both the infrared and radio data. Upper and lower limits on
qTIR are also indicated in the plot. We split the data into ten
redshift bins such that they contain equal numbers of galaxies.
To incorporate the lower and upper limits when calculating the
median qTIR in each bin, we have employed a doubly-censored
survival analysis, as presented in Sargent et al. (2010). The ba-
sic principle of this method is that the code (written in Perl/PDL
by MTS) redistributes the limits, assuming they follow the un-
derlying distribution of the directly-constrained values. This re-
sults in a doubly-censored distribution function, as described in
Schmitt (1985). An example of the cumulative distribution func-
tion and associated 95% confidence interval determined for sev-
eral redshift bins are shown in Fig. 10.
We use a bootstrap approach to estimate uncertainties on
qTIR in each redshift bin by repeating the survival analysis
100 times. In each instance, the values of LTIR are randomly
sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a mean equal to the
directly-constrained nominal value and a dispersion equal to the
measurement error on the nominal value. The S 3 GHz measure-
ments are also sampled in the same manner, and the flux limits
are again sampled from the distribution of optimal mosaic reso-
lutions (see Sect. 2.3.2 and Fig. 5). These values are then used
3 Galaxy templates by Béthermin et al. (2013) at 0 ≤ z ≤ 5 are
publicly available at ftp://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/pub/cats/J/
A%2BA/557/A66/
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Fig. 7. Total infrared luminosity (left) and the 1.4 GHz luminosity (right) versus redshift for all star-forming objects in the jointly-selected sample.
Limits are shown as arrows for non-detections.
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Fig. 8. Total infrared luminosity limit of various data sets. Dashed,
coloured lines show the limit in various Herschel bands assuming a
z = 0 galaxy template (see text, Sect. 2.3.4, for details). The black line
traces the lowest coloured line at each redshift and represents the sen-
sitivity limit of the infrared-selected sample. The magenta line is the
equivalent using z = 5 templates. The 5σ sensitivity limit of the Spitzer
24 µm data is shown as the black dot-dashed line. The sensitivity limit
of the VLA 3 GHz Large Project (dashed black line) is also shown, as-
suming qTIR = 2.64 (Bell 2003) and a radio spectral index of α = −0.7.
for the calculation of the qTIR measurements or limits and the
doubly-censored survival function is regenerated.
The median statistic in a given instance is the value of the
50th percentile of the survival distribution of qTIR (middle dot-
ted line in Fig. 10). Figure 11 shows an example of the resultant
distribution of the 100 median qTIR measurements in a particu-
lar redshift bin and a Gaussian fit to this distribution. The mean
of this Gaussian fit provides the final average qTIR measurement
within the redshift bin. The 1σ dispersion of the Gaussian (∼0.01
on average) is combined in quadrature with the statistical error
on the median output from the survival analysis (indicated by
the shaded regions in Fig. 10; ∼0.05 on average) to give the final
uncertainty on the average qTIR. These average values and un-
certainties are reported in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 9. The 16th
and 84th percentiles of the survival function are also quoted, as
well as the spread of qTIR (i.e. P84−P16) in each bin. We note that
the survival analysis does not constrain some of these parameters
in some redshift bins, due to the number and distribution of the
limits in that bin.
We fit a power-law function to the average values of qTIR,
weighting by the uncertainty, and find a small but statistically-
significant variation of qTIR with redshift: qTIR(z) = (2.88 ±
0.03)(1+z)−0.19± 0.01. The errors here are the 1σ uncertainty from
the power-law fit.
4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison with previous studies
Here we compare our results to several other studies in the liter-
ature. To reduce systematics introduced by converting between
measurements of qTIR and the FIR-radio correlation (qFIR), we
have compared our results separately to those quoted using TIR
and those using FIR. As described in Sect. 2.3.3, we are able to
directly measure the LTIR and LFIR as a result of the SED fitting
process, and therefore can directly calculate both qTIR and qFIR.
For ease of comparison, we have also assumed a spectral index of
α = −0.8 for non-detections at 1.4 GHz when calculating L1.4, as
was assumed in Sargent et al. (2010) and Magnelli et al. (2015).
Artificial discrepancies could be introduced if different studies
assumed different spectral indices, as will be demonstrated in
Sect. 4.4.
As shown in Fig. 12, our calculated median values of qTIR at
z < 1.4 are consistent with those of Sargent et al. (2010), who
also employ a doubly-censored survival analysis to incorporate
non-detections into their measurements. At higher redshift, the
increase of qTIR with redshift found by Sargent et al. (2010) is
not consistent with our results; a possible reason for this dis-
crepancy is the fact that, as noted by Sargent et al. (2010), high-
quality photometric redshifts were not available to them over this
range. Sargent et al. (2010) fit a linear relation with redshift to
their data up to z = 1.4: qTIR(z) = (−0.268 ± 0.115)z + (2.754 ±
0.074). For ease of comparison with our adopted functional form
of the fit, we also fit a power-law relation in (1 + z) to their data:
qTIR(z) = (2.78 ± 0.07)(1 + z)−0.15±0.04. The slope of this best fit
is slightly flatter than, but consistent within 2σ, with our results
based on a doubly-censored survival analysis using α = −0.8:
qTIR(z) = (2.85 ± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.22±0.01.
The redshift trend that we find is also in agreement with
the recent results of Magnelli et al. (2015), as shown in Fig. 13.
These authors use a stacking analysis to examine the evolution of
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Fig. 9. IRRC (qTIR) versus redshift for star-forming galaxies. Objects with detections in both the infrared and radio have directly-constrained values
of qTIR and are shown as yellow points. Objects only detected in the radio are upper limits and shown as red triangles. Objects only detected in
the infrared are lower limits and shown as blue triangles. A doubly-censored survival analysis has been used to calculate the median qTIR within
redshift bins, indicated by the magenta points. Error bars (smaller than the magenta points here) represent the 1σ dispersion calculated via the
bootstrap method. The magenta line shows the power-law fit to these. The black dotted line and grey shaded area are the local value of Bell (2003)
(qTIR(z ≈ 0) = 2.64 ± 0.02) and associated spread (0.26), respectively. In the right-hand panel, the qTIR distribution is shown separately for direct
measurements, upper limits and lower limits.
Table 3. Median value of z and qTIR and number of star-forming galaxies in each redshift bin.
z Median(z) Ntotal Nmeas Nupper Nlower qTIR P16 P84 (P84 − P16)
0.005–0.346 0.23 958 425 (44%) 63 (7%) 470 (49%) 2.76+0.07−0.06 2.35 >3.34 >0.99
0.346–0.527 0.428 957 421 (44%) 117 (12%) 419 (44%) 2.66+0.03−0.05 2.28 3.27 0.99
0.527–0.704 0.626 957 402 (42%) 153 (16%) 402 (42%) 2.59+0.03−0.06 2.17 2.94 0.77
0.704–0.877 0.801 958 376 (39%) 163 (17%) 419 (44%) 2.59+0.03−0.05 2.09 2.92 0.83
0.877–1.020 0.944 957 361 (38%) 172 (18%) 424 (44%) 2.56+0.04−0.04 2.07 3.14 1.07
1.020–1.245 1.149 958 312 (33%) 239 (25%) 407 (42%) 2.52+0.03−0.06 1.45 2.93 1.48
1.245–1.509 1.381 957 299 (31%) 284 (30%) 374 (39%) 2.44+0.04−0.06 <−0.54 2.84 >3.38
1.509–1.835 1.657 958 295 (31%) 322 (34%) 341 (36%) 2.35+0.08−0.05 <−1.83 2.81 >4.64
1.835–2.247 1.995 957 355 (37%) 282 (29%) 320 (33%) 2.34+0.06−0.05 0.18 2.73 2.55
2.247–5.653 2.746 958 336 (35%) 380 (40%) 242 (25%) 2.19+0.10−0.07 <−2.03 2.73 >4.76
Notes. A break-down of the number of sources into those with directly measured qTIR values (Nmeas), upper limits on qTIR (Nupper) or lower limits
on qTIR (Nlower) is shown, with the fraction of the total shown in brackets. The qTIR is calculated using a doubly-censored survival analysis to
incorporate lower and upper limits. Uncertainties on qTIR are calculated using a bootstrap approach and incorporate statistical, measurement and
systematic errors. A radio spectral index of α = −0.7 has been assumed where it is unknown. The 16th and 84th percentiles (P16 and P84) on
the measurement of qTIR in each redshift bin are given, as determined via the cumulative distribution function output by the survival analysis.
(P84 −P16) is quoted to indicate the spread of the population. We note that limits are given when a value is not constrained by the survival analysis.
the FIR-radio correlation. They find qFIR(z) = (2.35 ± 0.08)(1 +
z)−0.12±0.04. Although our measurements within each redshift bin
for star-forming galaxies using a survival analysis are largely
consistent with those of Magnelli et al. (2015), the fitted trend
we derive has a slightly higher normalisation and steeper slope
(although within 2σ): qFIR(z) = (2.52 ± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.21± 0.01.
This trend is also in agreement with that found by Ivison et al.
(2010) using Herschel data in the GOODS-North field: qFIR(z) ∝
(1 + z)−0.26±0.07. We note that Calistro Rivera et al. (2017) find a
similarly decreasing trend of qTIR(z) for a radio-selected sample
of star-forming galaxies in the Boötes field.
As can be seen in Figs. 12 and 13, our measurements of qTIR
and qFIR in the lowest redshift bin are slightly higher (by more
than the 1σ uncertainty) than the local values of Bell (2003)
and Yun et al. (2001), respectively. While we have attempted to
account for resolution bias in the radio data, it is possible that
we still miss emission from the most extended sources, which
are likely to be present at the lowest redshifts. However, our low
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Fig. 10. Cumulative distribution functions produced via the doubly-
censored survival analysis within the first, fifth and tenth redshift bins.
The plots show the fraction of data with qTIR values less than the value
indicated on the lower axis. Shaded regions indicate the 95% confidence
interval. The 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles are indicated by the bot-
tom, middle and top dotted lines, respectively.
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Fig. 11. Distribution of the median statistic of the doubly-censored sur-
vival function generated by resampling qTIR 100 times. This particular
distribution is for the 0.005 < z < 0.346 redshift bin. A Gaussian func-
tion is fit to the distribution and used to determine the final average value
of qTIR and its uncertainty.
redshift measurements are consistent with those of Sargent et al.
(2010) who used radio data at a lower resolution (∼1.5′′) and are
therefore less affected by resolution bias. It is therefore unlikely
that our results are significantly impacted by resolution bias. It
is also possible that our results are affected by issues related to
blending in the Herschel maps.
If we exclude the first redshift bin from the fitting procedure,
we find that the qTIR(z) trend is not altered within 1σ, as seen
in Fig. 14. To examine the effect of including the local value in
the analysis, we include a qTIR(z = 0) = 2.64 data point when
performing the fit to qTIR(z). As shown in Fig. 14, the result-
ing qTIR(z) trend is slightly flatter: qTIR(z) = (2.78 ± 0.04)(1 +
z)−0.15±0.02. To examine the extreme case, we “anchor” the trend
to the local value by fitting the expression qTIR(z) = 2.64(1 + z)x,
where x is the free parameter. We still find a decrease in qTIR
with redshift to a 5σ significance level. This suggests that a
decreasing trend of qTIR(z) is always observed, with the exponent
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Bell (2003) : 〈qTIR〉 = 2.64± 0.02
This work : qTIR(z) = (2.85± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.22±0.01
Sargent et al. (2010) : qTIR(z) = (−0.268± 0.115)z + (2.754± 0.074)
Fit to Sargent et al. (2010) : qTIR(z) = (2.78± 0.07)(1 + z)−0.15±0.04
Fig. 12. Evolution of qTIR in comparison with the results of
Sargent et al. (2010). The magenta points and fit show the results from
this work using a full survival analysis, as in Fig. 9, however a spec-
tral index of α = −0.8 has now been assumed for objects not detected
at 1.4 GHz. The measurements of Sargent et al. (2010) and their linear
fit are shown by the green points and line. A power-law evolution to
the individual measurements of Sargent et al. (2010) is shown by the
blue line, for ease of comparison. The shaded magenta and blue regions
show the 1σ uncertainty regions calculated by propagating the errors on
the corresponding fitting parameters. The local measurement and spread
(grey shading) of Bell (2003) are also shown.
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Yun et al. (2001) :〈qFIR〉 = 2.34± 0.01
This work : qFIR(z) = (2.52± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.21±0.01
Magnelli et al. (2015) : qFIR(z) = (2.35± 0.08)(1 + z)−0.12±0.04
Fig. 13. FIR-radio correlation (qFIR) versus redshift for star-forming
galaxies. The evolving fit generated via a survival analysis in this work,
assuming α = −0.8 for objects not detected at 1.4 GHz, is shown by
the magenta line. The evolution found by Magnelli et al. (2015) using
a stacking analysis is shown by the green points and curve. The shaded
magenta and green regions show the 1σ uncertainty. The local value of
Yun et al. (2001; 2.34 ± 0.01) and associated spread (0.26) are shown
by the dashed line and grey shaded area, respectively.
of (1 + z) between −0.20 and −0.09, regardless of the treatment
of the low-redshift measurement.
4.2. Impact of upper and lower limits
In Table 3 it can be seen that the fraction of upper and lower lim-
its on qTIR in a given bin changes with redshift. It is possible that
the apparent decrease in qTIR with increasing redshift could be
somehow driven by the changing fraction of limits. To examine
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Bell (2003) : 〈qTIR〉 = 2.64± 0.02
qTIR(z) = (2.88± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.19±0.01
qTIR(z) = (2.88± 0.04)(1 + z)−0.20±0.02
qTIR(z) = (2.78± 0.04)(1 + z)−0.15±0.02
qTIR(z) = 2.64(1 + z)
−0.09±0.02
qTIR(z) = (2.59± 0.02)(1 + z)−0.09±0.01
Fig. 14. qTIR versus redshift for star-forming galaxies and associated
power-law fits derived using: all data points (magenta points and solid
line; 1σ uncertainty region shaded), excluding the lowest redshift bin
(black dashed line), including the local value of Bell (2003); i.e. fitting
to all the magenta points as well as the green point; green dotted line
with 1σ uncertainty region shaded, and anchoring to the local value
of Bell (2003) by fitting to the function 2.64(1 + z)x where x is the
free parameter (blue dot-dashed line). Also shown is the median in each
redshift bin calculated using only directly-measured values (i.e. without
applying a survival analysis; cyan squares), and the associated fit (solid
cyan line).
the extreme case, we ignore all limits and calculate the median
of only directly-constrained values of qTIR in each redshift bin.
These values are shown in Fig. 14 with error bars representing
the standard error on the median. Using these measurements we
find a trend of qTIR(z) = (2.59 ± 0.02)(1 + z)−0.09±0.01. This fit
is flatter than that found when non-detections are correctly ac-
counted for using a survival analysis, producing smaller qTIR
values particularly at lower redshifts. This indicates that account-
ing for non-detections (limits) in such an analysis has a profound
impact on the results.
It is interesting to note that the exponent of the qTIR trend
found when excluding limits agrees with that found in Sect. 4.1
through anchoring to the local value while incorporating limits.
It is perhaps worth noting that these studies at z ∼ 0 also dealt
only with direct detections and not with limits. Overall, our con-
clusion again is that a decrease in qTIR with redshift is always
observed, with the value of the (1 + z) exponent varying between
−0.20 and −0.09, depending on the particular treatment of non-
detections and low-redshift data.
We also note that our survival analysis produces results con-
sistent with those of Magnelli et al. (2015) who accounted for
limits using the independent approach of stacking. Mao et al.
(2011) also find that the use of a survival analysis and a stacking
analysis to account for limits in studies of qTIR(z) give similar
results. Of course, the optimal solution would be to have direct
detections available for a complete sample. However, such data
are not yet available. Thus, despite our attempts to account for
the non-detections through a survival analysis, we acknowledge
that our results could still be affected by the sensitivity limita-
tions of the data.
Related to this, we also acknowledge the strong trend
between redshift and luminosity of objects in our sample,
resulting from the data sensitivity limits. We have performed a
partial correlation analysis (see e.g. Macklin 1982) to determine
whether a correlation between qTIR and redshift exists when the
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Fig. 15. Star formation rate predicted from the infrared emission of the
Herschel-detected star-forming galaxies in our sample, compared to that
predicted via X-ray stacking. The grey region encloses a factor of two
around the 1:1 relation, and corresponds to the observed scatter of the
LX-SFR relation presented by Symeonidis et al. (2014). No excess is
seen in the X-rays, indicating no appreciable contribution from AGN.
dependence on radio or infrared luminosities are removed. How-
ever, our results are inconclusive due to biases introduced by the
flux limit of our sample. Breaking this degeneracy would require
a well-populated, complete sample spanning several orders of
magnitude in both radio and infrared luminosity at each redshift.
We therefore emphasise that the results we present in this paper
are based upon the assumption of a luminosity-independence of
qTIR at all redshifts.
4.3. AGN contributions
4.3.1. Are many moderate-to-high radiative luminosity AGN
misclassified as star-forming galaxies?
We wish to determine the extent to which AGN contamination
could be influencing our results. Although we have used all in-
formation at hand to identify objects that are very likely to host
AGN, it is still possible that some sources in our star-forming
sample have been misclassified or contain low levels of AGN
activity. We can investigate the extent to which our sample is
contaminated by misclassified HLAGN via X-ray stacking. If
misclassified AGN are present, the stacked X-ray flux of the
full sample should exceed that expected purely from star for-
mation processes. To test this, we used the publicly-available
CSTACK4 tool to stack Chandra soft ([0.5–2] keV) and hard
band ([2−8] keV) X-ray images of all objects within each red-
shift bin. The stacked count rate is converted into a stacked X-ray
luminosity by assuming a power law spectrum with a slope
of 1.4, consistent with the X-ray background (e.g. Gilli et al.
2007). We then apply the conversion between X-ray luminos-
ity and SFR derived by Symeonidis et al. (2014). This conver-
sion was calibrated on Herschel galaxies, both detected and un-
detected in X-ray, for a better characterisation of the average
LX-SFR correlation in inactive star-forming galaxies5. Figure 15
shows the SFR derived from X-ray stacking compared to the
4 CSTACK was created by Takamitsu Miyaji and is available at http:
//lambic.astrosen.unam.mx/cstack/
5 We note that we have scaled the relation of Symeonidis et al. (2014)
to match the X-ray bands and spectral slope chosen here.
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Bell (2003) : 〈qTIR〉 = 2.64± 0.02
SF : qTIR(z) = (2.88± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.19±0.01
SF (no radio excess) : qTIR(z) = (2.83± 0.02)(1 + z)−0.15±0.01
SF + AGN : qTIR(z) = (2.81± 0.02)(1 + z)−0.22±0.01
HLAGN : qTIR(z) = (2.57± 0.15)(1 + z)−0.35±0.08
Fig. 16. Evolution of the IRRC for different source populations. The
magenta curve (and points) is the power-law relation found for star-
forming galaxies only, while the green curve (and squares) is that found
when AGN are included (i.e. star-forming galaxies plus all AGN). The
red curve (and triangles) is found when only HLAGN are considered.
The cyan curve (and points) is found for the star-forming population of
galaxies, excluding those with radio excess. See text (Sect. 4.3.3) for the
definition of radio excess. Shading shows the 1σ uncertainty regions.
SFR derived from infrared luminosities. The latter was found
using the conversion of Kennicutt (1998) assuming a Chabrier
(2003) IMF and is not expected to be significantly affected by
AGN activity and therefore solely attributable to star formation.
We find no excess in the X-ray-derived SFR with respect to the
IR-derived SFR, indicating that there are very few misclassified
HLAGN in our star-forming sample of galaxies.
4.3.2. Infrared-radio correlation of AGN
Despite the fact that we expect minimal numbers of misclassified
HLAGN, we nonetheless investigate how the emission arising
from AGN activity, rather than star-formation processes, could
impact the results. Figure 16 shows the resulting qTIR as a func-
tion of redshift if we apply the survival analysis, described in
Sect. 3.1, to all objects in the jointly-selected sample. That is,
to all star-forming galaxies as well as all HLAGN and MLAGN
(see Sect. 2.2). We find only a slight (<2σ) decrease in the nor-
malisation of the power law fit and steepening of the slope when
compared to star-forming galaxies only. This indicates that the
inclusion or exclusion of known AGN (which only consitute
22% of the full sample) does not significantly impact the overall
qTIR(z) trend found.
If we consider only objects in the HLAGN category, the in-
ferred trend of qTIR with redshift for this population appears
significantly steeper than that for star-forming galaxies only,
although is affected by large uncertainties at higher redshifts.
Overall, this suggests that the dependence with redshift of the
IRRC of HLAGN is different to that of star-forming galaxies. We
note that for this analysis, the LTIR of HLAGN has been calcu-
lated by integrating only the star-forming galaxy component of
the multi-component SED template fit determined by sed3fit.
That is, we exclude the AGN component and its contribution to
the LTIR. See Sect. 2.2 and Delvecchio et al. (2017) for further
details.
We note that, by definition, only upper limits on qTIR are
available for the MLAGN (see Sect. 2.2) and therefore we cannot
directly investigate the behaviour of this population alone.
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Fig. 17. Distribution of direct qTIR measurements (solid green line),
lower limits (blue dot-dashed line) upper limits (red dashed line) shown
separately for the populations of star-forming galaxies, HLAGN and
MLAGN, as indicated.
Figure 17 shows the distributions of direct qTIR measure-
ments and limits separately for the star-forming galaxies and the
two classes of AGN. Although the two classes of AGN com-
prise only 22% of the full sample, they are responsible for many
of the extreme measurements (or limits) of qTIR. In particular,
the upper limits of the MLAGN largely sit towards lower qTIR
values (i.e. have radio-excess) with respect to the qTIR distri-
bution of star-forming galaxies. The lower median qTIR, and
large fraction of upper limits, of AGN may be explained by
the presence of significant AGN contribution to the radio con-
tinuum, with a potentially lower fractional contribution in the
infrared. In particular, the far-infrared Herschel bands should
be relatively free of AGN contamination, as the thermal emis-
sion from the dusty torus peaks in the mid-IR (e.g. Dicken et al.
2009; Hardcastle et al. 2009). Furthermore, we find no obvious
bias in the directly-detected LTIR distribution of the AGN com-
pared to the star-forming population. We again note that any
AGN contribution to the LTIR should have been excluded via
the SED-fitting decomposition mentioned above. It is therefore
possible that AGN contamination only in the radio regime could
be contributing to the observed decrease of qTIR with redshift.
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Fig. 18. Probability distribution in a given redshift bin used to iden-
tify objects with radio-excess. The probability distribution function (red
line) is generated by taking the derivative of the survival function (a
cumulative distribution) in a given redshift bin and is fitted with a
Gaussian function (black dashed line).
4.3.3. Radio-excess objects
It is notoriously difficult to separate AGN and star-formation
contributions to the radio when no AGN identifiers are avail-
able at other wavelengths. Although we have identified MLAGN
based upon their red optical colours and lack of Herschel detec-
tions (see Sect. 2.2), it is still possible that some objects in our
star-forming galaxy sample may also contain MLAGN which
contribute only in the radio. Such objects may be expected to
show radio excess in their qTIR values. We therefore again exam-
ine the trend of qTIR versus redshift for the star-forming popu-
lation of galaxies, this time excluding objects displaying a radio
excess. We define an appropriate cut to exclude such objects in
each redshift bin as follows: we take the derivative of the sur-
vival function and then fit a Gaussian profile to the resulting
probability distribution function. An example of this is shown
in Fig. 18. The dispersion (σ) and the mean (µ) of this Gaussian
function are used to define radio-excess objects as those with
qTIR< (µ − 3σ). The median value of σ across the redshift bins
is 0.34. We then rerun the survival analysis excluding these 510
radio excess objects (5% of the star-forming sample). The result,
as seen in Fig. 16, is inconsistent with the inclusion of these
objects (i.e. the full star-forming sample), having a shallower
slope: qTIR(z) = (2.83± 0.02)(1 + z)−0.15±0.01. Thus, sources with
appreciable radio excess may play a role in the observed qTIR(z)
trend of the star-forming sample. It is also possible that an appre-
ciable fraction of objects in this star-forming sample are in fact
composite systems containing (currently unidentified) MLAGN
which contribute to the radio regime, perhaps impacting the ob-
served qTIR(z) behaviour. Investigating this possibility further
will be the subject of an upcoming paper.
4.4. Systematics in the computation of radio luminosity
In this section we investigate how the assumptions concerning
the exact spectral shape of the emission in the radio regime may
affect the derived IRRC.
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Bell (2003) : 〈qTIR〉 = 2.64± 0.02
α = −0.7 (where unknown) : qTIR(z) = (2.88± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.19±0.01
α = −0.7 (all) : qTIR(z) = (2.86± 0.02)(1 + z)−0.18±0.01
α = −0.8 (all) : qTIR(z) = (2.83± 0.02)(1 + z)−0.20±0.01
Gaussian α sampling : qTIR(z) = (2.93± 0.04)(1 + z)−0.23±0.02
α = −0.7/− 0.8 (where unknown) : qTIR(z) = (2.90± 0.04)(1 + z)−0.22±0.02
Fig. 19. Evolution of the IRRC found when using (i) the real spectral
index, where it is known, otherwise using α = −0.7 (magenta; 1σ uncer-
tainty region shaded); (ii) a spectral index of α = −0.7 for all sources
(black); and (iii) a spectral index of α = −0.8 for all sources (cyan).
The green points and line show the result of sampling α (where it is
unknown) from a Gaussian distribution with µ = −0.7 and σ = 0.35.
The red dashed line shows the use of α = −0.7 (at z < 2) and −0.8 (at
z > 2) where it is unknown.
4.4.1. Influence of the radio spectral index
We firstly examine the impact of the choice of the spectral
index (α) on the IRRC. As the IRRC is defined via a rest-
frame 1.4 GHz luminosity (see 2), which we here infer from
the observed-frame 3 GHz flux density (see 1), the choice of
spectral indices determines the K corrections6. As detailed in
Sect. 2.3.1 we have made standard assumptions, i.e. that the ra-
dio spectrum is a simple power law (S ν ∝ να). This is supported
by the inferred average spectral index of −0.7, approximately
constant across redshift (see Fig. 3), and consistent with that
typically found for star-forming galaxies, (α = −0.8 to −0.7;
e.g. Condon 1992; Kimball & Ivezic´ 2008; Murphy 2009). We
have therefore assumed α = −0.7 for our 3 GHz sources which
are undetected in the shallower 1.4 GHz survey, while for the
remainder of the sources we have computed their spectral in-
dices using the flux densities at these two frequencies. From
the expression for rest-frame 1.4 GHz luminosity (Eq. (1)) it
follows that the change in qTIR (Eq. (2)), when assuming two
different average spectral indices (α1 and α2, respectively), is
∆qTIR(α1, α2) = −(α1 −α2)[log(1 + z)− log( 1.43 )]. For α1 = −0.7,
and α2 = −0.8, ∆qTIR= −0.1 log(1+z)+0.033. This is illustrated
in Fig. 19 where we show qTIR as a function of redshift derived
i) using the measured spectral index where it exists, otherwise
setting α = −0.7; ii) with an assumed α = −0.7 for all sources;
and iii) with an assumed α = −0.8 for all sources. A change of
0.1 in the assumed spectral index (−0.7 → −0.8) systematically
lowers qTIR and steepens the (1 + z) redshift dependence. Thus,
the choice of the average spectral index directly affects the nor-
malisation, as well as the derived trend with redshift of the IRRC.
As discussed in Sect. 2.3.1, the average spectral index of sources
in the two redshift bins at z > 2 are consistent with α = −0.8,
rather than α = −0.7. We therefore also show in Fig. 19 the qTIR
trend found when assuming α = −0.7 at z < 2 and α = −0.8 at
z > 2 for sources where the spectral index is unknown. Although
6 We note that this is the case for any observing frequency even if, for
example, an observed 1.4 GHz flux density is used.
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Fig. 20. Fractional contribution to 3 GHz flux from free-free emission
(top) and synchrotron emission (middle) as a function of redshift, as-
suming 10, 20, 30, and 40% contributions of free-free emission at
1.4 GHz rest-frame frequency (see legend in bottom panel). The bottom
panel shows the power-law evolution of qTIR determined in Sect. 3.1
(solid line), and the corrected evolution when the free-free emission
contribution is properly taken into account.
slightly steeper, this is fully consistent with the use of α = −0.7
at all redshifts.
Finally, Fig. 19 also shows the results of sampling the un-
defined spectral indices from a Gaussian distribution centred at
µ = −0.7 and with a dispersion σ = 0.35. This is the distribution
reported in Smolcˇic´ et al. (2017b) for all objects detected in
the VLA-COSMOS 3 GHz Large Project. This α sampling very
slightly steepens the slope and increases the normalisation (al-
beit within the uncertainties) due to the non-linear dependence
of L1.4 GHz on α (see Eq. (1)).
4.4.2. Influence of free-free contributions
We next test whether the assumption of a simple power-law
is a realistic description of the spectral energy distribution in
the radio regime. Synchrotron emission is a major compo-
nent of typical radio SEDs for star-forming galaxies at rest-
frequencies of ∼1–20 GHz. At higher frequencies, free-free
(Bremsstrahlung) emission begins to contribute substantially
(see e.g. Fig. 1 in Condon 1992). Both emission processes can
be described as power-law radio spectra (S ν ∝ να), with a spec-
tral index of −0.8 (synchrotron emission), and −0.1 (free-free
emission). For low redshift galaxies, the observing frequencies
probe the rest-frame part of the spectrum dominated by the syn-
chrotron emission. However, towards higher redshifts the free-
free contributions at rest-frame frequencies become increasingly
significant.
In Fig. 20 we show the expected fractional contribution
of free-free emission as a function of redshift, assuming vari-
ous (10–40%) fractional contributions of free-free emission at
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Fig. 21. Radio spectral index (α3 GHz1.4 GHz) of star-forming sources detected
at 3 GHz as a function of redshift. As in Fig. 3, the median values within
each redshift bin, derived from a single-censored survival analysis, are
shown by the black squares. The predicted evolution in the spectral in-
dex due to the contamination of free-free emission based on the M82
model of Condon (1992) is shown by the thick, dashed blue line. Our
assumed value of α = −0.7 for non-detections at 1.4 GHz is shown by
the black dashed line.
1.4 GHz rest-frame. The corresponding synchrotron fractions are
also shown as a function of redshift.
The bottom panel of Fig. 20 shows qTIR(z) if we exclude
the free-free contribution and calculate qTIR using only the syn-
chrotron contribution to the total observed radio emission. The
slope of qTIR(z) is flatter, however a declining trend with red-
shift is still observed when a 10% contribution of free-free emis-
sion at rest-frame 1.4 GHz frequency is assumed (consistent with
Condon 1992; Murphy 2009). However, the local qTIR value is
then at the high end of that locally derived by numerous studies
(e.g. Bell 2003).
Examining the variation of the spectral index as a function of
redshift may also provide information on the extent of the free-
free contribution. If we again assume a simplistic radio SED with
α = −0.8 for synchrotron emission and α = −0.1 for free-free
emission, then we expect a flattening of the average observed ra-
dio spectral index towards higher redshifts. A higher rest-frame
frequency is sampled at higher redshifts, given a fixed observing
frequency. Since the fractional contribution of free-free emission
is larger at higher frequencies, the measured total flux will be
larger and hence the spectral index flatter.
Assuming a 10% contribution of free-free emission to the
total radio flux density at rest-frame 1.4 GHz, we find that the
change of the average spectral index amounts to ∆α(z) = α(z =
4.0) − α(z = 0.2) = 0.11 only. We note that the average spectral
index is, under these assumptions, consistent with the local av-
erage, α(z = 0.2) = −0.7 value inferred using the real data. If we
assume free-free emission contributions to the total radio spec-
trum at rest-frame 1.4 GHz frequency of 20%, 30%, and 40%,
we infer an increase (i.e. flattening) of the observed spectral in-
dex of only ∆α = 0.17 (albeit with a steeper local spectral index
than inferred for the real data). However, the flattening of the av-
erage radio spectral index expected under the given assumptions
is not supported by our data, as can be seen in Fig. 21.
The general conclusion is that the fractional contribution of
free-free emission to the observed radio spectrum with stan-
dard, simple assumptions is inconsistent with the derived de-
creasing trend of qTIR with increasing redshift. This suggests a
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Fig. 22. IRRC defined at 5.95 GHz versus LFIR for star-forming objects
in our sample at 0.9 < z < 1.1. The dashed line indicates the median
value: q5.95 GHzFIR = 2.68 ± 0.02.
more complex radio SED for star-forming galaxies, compared
to the usual assumptions of a superposition of α = −0.8 and
α = −0.1 power-law synchrotron and free-free spectra, respec-
tively, such that at rest-frame 1.4 GHz the free-free contribution
amounts to 10% of the total radio emission (e.g. Condon 1992;
Yun & Carilli 2002; Bell 2003; Murphy 2009; Galvin et al.
2016).
4.4.3. Comparison with local (U)LIRGs
The radio SED for star-forming galaxies was studied by
Leroy et al. (2011) who obtained VLA observations of local
(z ∼ 0) (ultra-) luminous infrared galaxies – (U)LIRGs – in
C-band (5.95 GHz). They calculated the IRRC in this band
and found a median value of q5.95 GHzFIR = 2.8 with a scatter
of 0.16 dex. At z ∼ 1, rest-frame 5.95 GHz corresponds to
observed-frame 3 GHz. This means that we can use our 3 GHz
data to calculate q5.95 GHzFIR with no, or very little, K correction
required for objects in our sample at z ∼ 1. Figure 22 shows
q5.95 GHzFIR versus LFIR for objects in our sample at 0.9 < z < 1.1
and with log(LFIR) > 11.5 L for the sake of completeness
and a fair comparison (although we note that this restricts us
to a luminosity range of ∼1 dex). We find a median q5.95 GHzFIR =
2.68±0.02 with a scatter of 0.24 dex. The LFIR range of these ob-
jects matches closely with the (U)LIRGs sample of Leroy et al.
(2011). Therefore, we can directly compare the two samples.
We find that minimising K corrections in the radio band flattens
the observed trend of decreasing qTIR with increasing redshift.
The inferred q5.95 GHzFIR value at z = 1 is consistent with a trend
∝(1 + z)−0.06 (rather than with qFIR(z) ∝ (1 + z)−0.21 as derived in
Sect. 4.1). This suggests that the observed redshift trend of qTIR
may be at least partially attributable to uncertainties in the K
corrections applied to the radio flux. Therefore, further investi-
gations into the radio spectra of various star-forming galaxy pop-
ulations are required for robust determinations of K corrections
in the radio regime, having particular relevance for high-redshift
star-forming galaxies.
4.5. Other physical factors
Along with uncertainty in the radio SED shape and the pos-
sible contribution from AGN, it is possible that other physical
mechanisms could be driving a decrease in qTIR towards higher
redshifts. While a thorough investigation of these is beyond the
scope of this paper, we nonetheless mention several mechanisms
here. One possible driver of an evolving qTIR(z) is the changing
magnetic field properties of galaxies. An increasing magnetic
field strength would increase the flux of synchrotron radiation
and thereby decrease the measured qTIR. While galaxy-scale
magnetic fields are thought to build up over time (e.g. Beck et al.
1996) perhaps from turbulent seed fields (Arshakian et al. 2009),
the mean magnetic field strength in a galaxy undergoing a global
starburst may be elevated. Tabatabaei et al. (2017) argue that
the amplification of magnetic fields within star-forming regions
in galaxies with high SFRs could result in a decrease of the
infrared-radio correlation. Such a decrease may be stronger at
higher redshifts due to the detection bias towards objects with
higher SFRs.
It is also thought that major mergers of galaxies can en-
hance synchrotron emission through various processes and
thus result in a decreased measurement of qTIR. For example,
Kotarba et al. (2010) performed a magnetohydrodynamical sim-
ulation of NGC 4038 and NGC 4039 (the Antennae galax-
ies) and found evidence for amplification of magnetic fields
within merging systems due to compression and shear flows.
As discussed above, an increased magnetic field strength would
increase the synchrotron emission from pre-existing cosmic
rays. Murphy (2013) studied a sample of nearby steep-spectrum
infrared-bright starburst galaxies and argue that gas bridges be-
tween the interacting taffy-like systems could be the site of en-
hanced synchrotron radiation which is not related to star forma-
tion. Furthermore, Donevski & Prodanovic´ (2015) argue that, in
addition to the effects of enhanced magnetic fields, shocks gen-
erated by galactic interactions will accelerate electrons and thus
further boost synchrotron emission.
The timescale for merger-enhanced infrared emission (due
to shock-heating of gas and dust) is expected to be on the or-
der of ∼10 Myr, followed by the enhanced synchrotron emission
phase which is expected to last from hundreds of Myrs up to
a Gyr (Donevski & Prodanovic´ 2015). If this is the case, then
it is statistically more likely that a flux-limited sample contains
more galaxies in the phase of synchrotron boosting (Prodanovic´;
priv. comm.). Thus, it is possible that an increasing major merger
fraction with redshift, such as that presented by Conselice et al.
(2014) to z ∼ 3, could partially explain a decreasing qTIR(z).
We note that this is not a comprehensive list of the many
physical processes which could be driving an evolving qTIR(z)
and that a number of competing mechanisms, such as inverse
Compton energy losses towards higher redshifts (e.g. Murphy
2009), could also be at play.
4.6. Radio as a star-formation rate tracer
We have determined that qTIR decreases with increasing redshift,
consistent with previous results in the literature (e.g. Ivison et al.
2010; Sargent et al. 2010; Magnelli et al. 2015). In Sect. 4.4, we
have shown that this trend may partly be due to uncertainties in
the K correction in the radio due to the overly simplistic assump-
tions that the radio spectrum can be well-described by a simple
power-law. Nevertheless, regardless of the origin of the observed
trend, we can make use of it to recalibrate radio luminosity as a
SFR tracer as a function of redshift.
In the local Universe, 1.4 GHz rest-frame radio luminosity
is anchored to the SFR via the qTIR parameter (e.g. Condon
1992; Yun et al. 2001; Bell 2003). Following Yun et al. (2001),
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we make use of the Kennicutt (1998) calibration for total IR
luminosity based SFR:
SFR [M/yr] = fIMF10−10LIR [L], (3)
where SFR is the star formation rate in units of M/yr, fIMF is
a factor accounting for the assumed initial mass function (IMF,
fIMF = 1 for a Chabrier IMF, fIMF = 1.7 for a Salpeter IMF),
and LIR is the total IR luminosity in units of Solar luminosities.
Relating the SFR to the rest-frame 1.4 GHz luminosity through
Eq. (2) and accounting for the redshift and radio spectral index
dependences then yields:
SFR [M/yr] = fIMF10−2410qTIR(z,α)L1.4 GHz [W/Hz], (4)
where
qTIR(z) =
{
(2.88 ± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.19±0.01 for 〈α〉 = −0.7
(2.85 ± 0.03)(1 + z)−0.22±0.01 for 〈α〉 = −0.8,
where 〈α〉 is the average assumed spectral index of the star-
forming galaxy population, and
L1.4 GHz = L1.4 GHz(z, α) =
4piD2L
(1 + z)α+1
(
1.4
νobs
)α
S νobs , (5)
where νobs is the observing frequency in units of GHz, here tested
and verified for νobs = 1.4 and 3 GHz, and α = −0.7, and −0.8.
It is important to note that the above is valid only for samples of
star-forming galaxies selected similarly to those studied here and
under the assumptions: (i) of a luminosity-independent IRRC;
(ii) of simple K corrections of the radio spectrum (S ν ∝ να) as
presented in Eq. (5); and (iii) that the infrared luminosity accu-
rately traces the SFR with redshift.
5. Conclusions
We use the new, sensitive VLA-COSMOS 3 GHz Large Project
and infrared data from Herschel and Spitzer to push studies of
the infrared radio correlation (IRRC) out to z ∼ 6 over the 2 deg2
COSMOS field. The excellent sensitivity of the 3 GHz data al-
lows us to directly detect objects down to the micro-Jansky
regime. We detect 7729 sources in the 3 GHz data with optical
counterparts and redshifts available in the COSMOS database.
We identify 8458 sources detected in the Herschel PEP and Her-
MES surveys with counterparts in Spitzer MIPS 24 µm data and
in the optical. Our final sample, jointly-selected in both the radio
and infrared, consists of 12 333 unique objects.
We take advantage of the plethora of high-quality multiwave-
length data available in the COSMOS field, as well as our ability
to perform a multi-component SED fitting process, to separate
our sample into (non-active) star-forming galaxies, moderate-to-
high radiative luminosity AGN (HLAGN) and low-to-moderate
radiative luminosity AGN (MLAGN). We study the IRRC for
each of these populations separately.
We examine the behaviour of the IRRC, characterised by the
qTIR parameter, as a function of redshift using a doubly-censored
survival analysis to account for non-detections in the radio or in-
frared along with a bootstrap approach to incorporate measure-
ment errors. A slight, but statistically significant, trend of qTIR
with redshift is found for the population of star-forming galax-
ies: qTIR(z) = (2.88±0.03)(1 + z)−0.19±0.01. This is in good agree-
ment with several other results from the literature, although is
biased slightly high compared to studies of the local Universe.
To examine biases introduced by the sensitivity limits of our
data, we perform various tests incorporating these local mea-
surements, and/or ignoring non-detections. In all cases we find a
statistically-significant decrease of qTIR with increasing redshift,
with the slope (i.e. (1 + z) exponent) ranging between −0.20 and
−0.09.
When examined separately, we find that AGN have qTIR mea-
surements biased towards lower values, suggesting that radio
wavelengths are more likely than the infrared to be influenced by
emission from active processes. It is possible that AGN contri-
butions only to the radio regime could be influencing (i.e. steep-
ening) the observed qTIR(z) trend, particularly if this occurs in an
appreciable fraction of star-forming host galaxies.
We find that the choice of radio spectral index used for the
K correction of the 3 GHz flux can influence both the shape and
normalisation of the qTIR(z). The increasing contribution of free-
free emission towards higher radio frequencies may also influ-
ence the redshift trend, however our results are inconsistent with
a typical (M82-based) model of the radio SED. We conclude that
a better understanding of the SED of star-forming galaxies is
needed for a comprehensive physical interpretation of the appar-
ent redshift evolution of the IRRC. Other physical mechanisms
which could potentially drive a decreasing qTIR(z) include chang-
ing galaxy magnetic field strengths and major merger fractions.
Finally, we present a redshift-dependent relation between
rest-frame 1.4 GHz luminosity and star formation rate.
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